### HD cameras provide uncompromising vision for religious organization

**We chose HD for better image resolution for identification purposes.**
Ron Glenn, owner, Glenn Security Systems, Inc.

## Detailed Security Video for Religious Organization

A globally-operating religious organization required highly detailed surveillance images as part of the security plan for its headquarters location. The organization sought to capture license plate numbers of vehicles and other fine details, such as facial characteristics of visitors, in the outdoor environments surrounding its facility. The new cameras also needed to integrate easily with the previously installed Bosch FlexiDome HD and 200 Series IP cameras, the DLA 1400 Series Storage Appliance used for recording, and Bosch Video Client, which serves as the management software.

### Problem: High Resolution Surveillance Required for Outdoor Surveillance

- Crisp, clear security video needed for parking lots and areas surrounding the religious organization’s home office
- Video must reliably capture small features essential for object identification
- Cameras should integrate seamlessly with the existing video surveillance infrastructure

### Solution: AutoDome 800 Series HD PTZ Cameras

- Three AutoDome Cameras provide two megapixel / full HD video with 1080p resolution at 30 images per second
- 20x optical zoom delivers highly detailed imaging at long distances for a greater monitoring range
- H.264 compression technology creates DVD-quality streaming video while minimizing bandwidth and storage usage

### Results: Effective Surveillance for Facility Security

- Cameras deliver the advanced features and performance the organization requires
- Improved image resolution over standard definition video aids in identification of individuals and vehicle license plates
- Cameras integrate seamlessly with the existing Bosch video surveillance infrastructure

---

**Project:** Religious organization  
**Sector:** Public places  
**Product:** AutoDome 800 Series HD PTZ Cameras

---

Religious organization requires surveillance video of areas surrounding its home office.